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CCOP BACKGROUND

CCOP: Coordinating Committee for Geoscience Programmes in East & Southeast Asia

CCOP Established under UN ESCAP with the name ‘The Committee for Coordination of Joint Prospecting for Mineral Resources in the Asian Offshore Areas’

CCOP became Intergovernmental Organization (UN funding continued)

CCOP became full Intergovernmental Organization (IGO)

With the name “Coordinating Committee for Coastal and Offshore Geoscience Programmes in East and Southeast Asia”

Name as “Coordinating Committee for Geoscience Programmes in East & Southeast Asia”

CCOP Today
16 MCS
14 CCS
18 COS
ready to leap up

Celebrated the 50th CCOP Anniversary

Present 58 yrs

1966
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2016

58 yrs
In the past 58 years, CCOP has achieved

- > 300 Cross Border Projects
- > 860 Publications
VISION & MISSION

Vision
The Leading Intergovernmental Geoscience Organization for Sustainable Development in East and Southeast Asia

Mission
To work together on advancing geoscience for better lives on future earth, in line with the goals of international conventions

Geoscience Partnership for Better Life and Digital Earth

Aim 1: Provision of Geoscience Solutions, Advice & Information

Aim 2: Adapting to Digital Transformation in Geoscience for Future Earth

Aim 3: Promotion of Geoscience Education, Capability Building, and Outreach

Mission:
To work together on advancing geoscience for better lives on future earth & achieving the goals of international conventions
CCOP and UNFC, UNRMS

- CCOP has been promoting UNFC from 2009
- CCOP Workshops on UNFC
  - 54th CCOP Annual Session at Busan Korea, 2018. 50+ participants
  - 55th CCOP Annual Session, Chiang Mai Thailand, 2019. 30+ participants
- CCOP MCs interested in adopting UNFC, UNRMS in CCOP region
  - Establish ICE SRM in CCOP
  - Platform to promote UNFC, UNRMS to CCOP MCs
Project Title: Critical minerals management and strategy for sustainable environment in ASEAN

Duration: 2024 – 2026 (3 years)

Proponents:  
- CCOP
- Geological Agency of Indonesia

Implementing Agency:  
- CCOP
  - Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources (KIGAM)

Funding Source: ASEAN-KOREA Cooperation Fund (AKCF)

Proposed Project Budget: 5,683,632 USD

Objective:  
- Expanding knowledge and sharing technology of sustainable development for critical minerals in AMS;
- To meet the growing demand and to promote ASEAN to become an investment destination for critical minerals in the world.
ASEAN-KOREA Cooperation Fund

1. AMS Critical minerals distribution maps and documents inventory
2. Market demand analysis
3. CCOP-ASEAN Cooperation Network on critical minerals

Compilation & Analyzing

1. Training on Field Site
2. 3D geological model construction

Knowledge Improvement

1. Geological, geophysical & geochemical survey
2. Sample analysis
3. Data processing and interpretation
4. Critical minerals management

OUTPUT

Technical Capacity Building

1. Smart exploration technology
2. Real-time data platform

Technology & Platform
CCOP is the sole and unique International & Intergovernmental organization of geoscience in the East and Southeast Asia region.

CCOP is active and the perfect platform to build and deepen geoscience partnerships in the East and Southeast Asia region.

CCOP promoted UNFC since 2009 and CCOP MCs have interests in UNFC, UNRMS.

CCOP try to find the way to establish ICE SRM in our office representing our 16 MCs.
THANK YOU

THE VIEWS EXPRESSED ARE THOSE OF THE AUTHOR AND DO NOT NECESSARILY REFLECT THE VIEWS OF THE UNITED NATIONS.